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Manufacturing of versatile polymer concrete components

duroton is a specialist manufacturer of polymer concrete components. Its products have a variety of applications, from underground sewer construction to decorative planters. The particularly resistant quality of polymer concrete material is evidenced by its wear and chemical resistance as well as high levels of temperature resistance. Further benefits of polymer concrete include static stability and dynamic elasticity.

Maria Lanzendorfer Straße 19
A-2333 Leopoldsdorf
Tel +43 2235 44 400 20
www.duroton.at
Intelligent rainwater management

DrainGarden® saves large quantities of rain and surface water, quickly and locally, in existing green areas and re-releases it slowly into the environment. This innovative system provides relief to existing sewer systems and thus can be used to create green roof systems, green spaces on garage roofs and drainage systems for secondary roads without connections to sewage systems.

DrainGarden® benefits

- Minimal maintenance requirements
- Local retention of water
- No need to develop sewage systems or gullies
- Up to 5°C lower local temperatures during heatwaves
- Proven and predictable substrate heat insulation

Stifterstraße 4
A-3100 St. Pölten
Tel +43 2742 743 68
www.zenebio.at
Precast concrete parts for civil engineering and special construction

GEROCRET - Ockermüller Betonwaren GmbH produces precast concrete parts for civil engineering and special construction. These include precast concrete parts for railway construction, bridge building, canal construction, road construction, tunnel building and telecommunications construction as well as prefabricated parts in large and small batches for individual projects and specialised applications. Ready-mixed concrete and precast concrete complete the product portfolio.

Wienerstraße 143
A-3425 Langenlebarn
Tel +43 2272 641 30
www.gerocret.at
Full-service provider for cathodic corrosion protection

V&C is an international provider of cathodic corrosion protection – from technical planning, construction of corrosion protection systems, metrology and continuous systems monitoring as well as supply of corrosion protection products. Underground gas, oil or water supply lines, tank systems, liquid gas containers, power plants and special buildings such as wastewater treatment plants are protected against corrosion, as are reinforced concrete structures such as bridges, car parks, industrial and port facilities.

Teiritzstraße 1
A-2100 Korneuburg
Tel +43 2262 750 77 25
www.vc-austria.com
AQUATOP
KALKSCHUTZSYSTEME

Specialist in water treatment and limescale protection

Aquatop plans and constructs water treatment systems that reduce or prevent repair and maintenance costs and increase energy efficiency. The process employed is performed without (regular) use of chemicals and replaces economically costly water treatment plants. Use of Aquatop saves running costs - especially for major projects.

Prof. Gustav Moiẞl-Straße 8
A-2000 Stockerau
Tel +43 2266 68546
www.aquatop.at
Modern system for surface construction

PANDOMO® by ARDEX is a modern system for surface construction offering endless possibilities for architectural design concepts – whether for flooring, walls or ceilings. PANDOMO® product systems offer individual design options for interior design – from classical to modern.

- PANDOMO® Wall: Smooth, individual wall surfaces
- PANDOMO® Floor: free and creative floor design with virtually limitless colour and design options
- PANDOMO® Terrazzo: elegant floor design with a classical terrazzo look

Huemer Straße 40
A-3382 Loosdorf
Tel +43 2754 7021-0
www.ardex-pandomo.com
Building automation with the highest levels of safety

Austrian Technical Systems (ATS) develops and installs fully integrated building automation systems with the highest of safety standards. ATS’s core competences are 100% inhouse development of electronics and software as well as a fully integrated approach. All building functionality can be regulated: fire alarm systems, access & monitoring, heating, air-conditioning and energy technology, light control, sonication & multimedia, etc. The slim design of a fully integrated ATS installation offers a considerable cost advantage over other providers. Power plant operators, banks, hospitals, pharma companies and research institutes are amongst ATS customers.

Gruberau 48
A-2392 Wienerwald
Tel: +43 2238 70005
www.ats.co.at
Patented mould and algae removal technique

The “BMB technique” is a dust-free, non-contact method for removal of mould, algae and other organic substances. Extraction and removal takes effect many centimetres deep into the affected material (walls, brickwork, wood, brick walls, etc.). BMB is approved for use in the food industry and is compliant with all European certifications. All liquid extracted and expelled is absorbed and removed from interior areas.

Additional benefits of BMB:
- does not affect the pH value of brickwork
- no residue from hazardous substances

Dr.-Franz-Wilhelm-Straße 2
A-3500 Krems
Tel +43 660 262 0 262
www.bmb-schimmelentfernung.com
Flexible solutions for laying of gas pipelines

The BOAGAZ gas installation system ensures safe installation of gas pipeline facilities for heating, air conditioning and ventilation companies. The product – a manually flexible, stainless steel corrugated pipe – has all of the necessary connections and also offers a time saving of up to 70% when compared to welded or compacted tubes. It is suitable for installation of natural gas or liquid gas line installations in renovations, new builds and conversions of detached homes, apartment buildings, commercial and industrial buildings.

The stainless steel corrugated pipe is compliant with European standard EN 15266 and has multiple certifications.

Heinrich Schneidmadl-Straße 15
A-3100 St. Pölten
Tel +43 676 840 638 100
www.boagaz.com
Single concrete walls for low-energy buildings

Burkhard Schuller develops specialist concrete mixes for various applications in the building industry. Its goal is to produce natural building materials that offer economic and environmental benefits.

Benefits of Schuller insulating concrete:

- Single, exposed concrete outer walls for low-energy buildings (Schuller volcanic rock concrete; \( \lambda = 0.14 \text{ W/mK} \))
- Single concrete outer walls for low-energy buildings in ground-contact areas (Schuller rehab & insulating concrete; \( \lambda = 0.17 \text{ W/mK} \))
- Lightweight concrete for structural components with the same compressive strength, but weighing 40% less than ordinary concrete (Schuller lava rock concrete)

Trumauerstraße 52
A-2522 Oberwaltersdorf
Tel +43 699 160 10 818
www.baustoffservice.at
COMPACFOAM

**Expanded polystyrene manufacturing technology**

COMPACFOAM combines the highest levels of pressure resistance with excellent heat insulating properties and low deadweight, thus raising the well-known technology for manufacturing expanded polystyrene (EPS) to new levels of excellence. The product offers an optimal solution for dam construction and lightweight design applications. The product is manufactured in various density grades and can also be tailor-made according to customer specifications, so that it can be used in a variety of application areas.

Resselstraße 7-11
A-2120 Wolkersdorf
Tel +43 2245 20 8 02
www.compacfoam.de
**Solar panels for building integration**

Ertex solar manufactures and produces solar panels for the most stringent requirements in terms of size, resistance and possible applications in building integration. The company regards itself as a partner for all planners and developers who want to integrate photovoltaic technology into the building envelope, and supplies all-in-one systems and customer-tailored solutions. With its innovative product range, Ertex solar is expanding the possible applications of photovoltaic energy in the building sector. The company is part of the Ertl Group, an established business with decades of experience in the glass building and processing industry.

Peter Mitterhofer Straße 4  
A-3300 Amstetten  
Tel: +43 7472 28 260  
www.ertex-solar.at
FORSTNER GLASS+

Glass building and facade engineering

forstner glass+ is acting as a general representative in Europe for North American products used primarily in glass building and facade construction. The company offers services, including broad consulting services, and connects interest groups from industry and trade as well as business. All products are unique, internationally patented and value-guaranteed. They are environmentally friendly and energy-saving.

Franz-Kollmann-Straße 4
A-3300 Amstetten
Tel +43 676 411 7011
www.forstnerglass.com
Compact laminate for indoor and outdoor areas

FunderMax develops and produces carefully-considered engineered wood and compact laminate - whether for furniture, facades or interior fittings. The materials used are generated exclusively from renewable resources, providing also for sustainable energy production. Continuous advancement and creativity are just as important to FunderMax as team spirit and high levels of engagement in services and logistics.
Development of wooden structures

Graf-Holztechnik is one of Austria’s leading wood construction companies and is a subsidiary of Leyrer + Graf construction company. The company develops and builds economic, creative solutions from wood, right up to challenging, large-span structures with complete roofs and wooden structures. Graf-Holztechnik has the latest technologies at its disposal and can execute projects even with short building turnaround times using the element construction method.

Franz-Graf-Straße 1
A-3580 Horn
Tel +43 2982 4121 0
www.graf-holztechnik.at
LIGHTING DESIGN AUSTRIA (LDA)

Lighting planning

LDA plans and designs lighting solutions in the areas of daylight and artificial light, lighting for outdoor areas, landscapes and facades, intelligent-control lighting systems as well as lighting for stages and multifunctional centres. The company’s portfolio of services is completed by quality and cost optimisation for existing projects and electrical planning.
Project developers and full-service providers for public buildings

List Smart Results’s scope of services comprises development and execution of innovative concepts, modern living and working spaces, complex tourism projects as well as exclusive living areas. The company offers tailor-made solutions and the highest levels of flexibility.

List-Straße 1
A-2842 Edlitz-Thomasberg
Tel +43 2644 60010
www.list-smart-results.at
MUREXIN

Building technology, tile laying and adhesion technology

Murexin stands for high-quality and easy-to-use products for adhesive bonding, tiling, building, painting and insulation. Murexin offers complementary products and systems for professionals and private individuals in each of these areas. Its comprehensive service also includes short-term delivery, flexible packaging units and customer training, as well as substrate and structural inspections.

Franz von Furtenbach-Straße 1
A-2700 Wiener Neustadt
Tel: +43 2622 27401
www.murexin.at
**PETWALK SOLUTIONS**

**Patented domestic entrance doors for pets**

Heat, protection, comfort, style – petWALK doors combine high levels of airtightness with excellent heat insulation. Equipped with anti-burglary fittings and an alarm system, petWALK domestic entrances for pets also offer superior protection against intrusion.

The patented design is easy to install in double glazing, doors or brickwork. The doors can be customised individually both in indoor and outdoor areas by means of replaceable decorative panels. An existing, implanted RFID pet chip or a small pendant, attached to the pet’s collar, can be used as access keys. The doors can also be used without access keys by means of motion sensors.

Josef Huber-Straße 6
A-2620 Ternitz
Tel +43 2635 66937
www.petwalk.at
Sanitation fittings from WimTec – economical, hygienic and convenient

WimTech has been developing and producing sanitation technology for public areas - as well as upscale private and guest areas – for 20 years. WimTec’s convenient, touch-free fittings stop the water flow to facilitate optimal use of running water and prevent waste. The result: water savings of up to 40%. In addition, WimTec is setting standards of hygiene with its automatic, stagnation-free flush and thermal disinfection systems.

Freidegg 50
A-3325 Ferschnitz
Tel: +43 7473 5000 0
www.wimtec.com
DOMOFERM

Steel doors, gates and glazing

DOMOFERM is Europe’s leading manufacturer of steel frames, steel doors, gates and glazing systems. The company offers individual solutions and places particular demands on fire and break-in protection and noise and heat insulation. DOMOFERM products are characterised by their clean lines, modern design, high-quality materials and perfect functionality.
Green walls for indoor spaces

Florawall - an interior wall with living plants - not only provides a fresh look; it also promotes better health in offices, shopping centres and hotels, to name but a few. The company of the same name markets this unique technology offering positive effects on health and the prospect of sustainability. The vertical garden waters itself and even improves ambient air humidity and reduces dust. The plants are kept in water or in special non-woven fabric.

Hauptplatz 28
A-2823 Pitten
Tel +43 2627 20102
www.florawall.at
HIRSCHMUGL

Environmentally-friendly paint, coatings, lime and clay plasters, pigments, decorating paint

HIRSCHMUGL offers a wide range of paints, coatings and plastering for use in indoor and outdoor areas. All of its products are of plant origin and are suitable for environmentally-friendly living and working.

“meine FARBE” (my COLOUR) is available in up to 1500 colour shades and is suitable for renovations, surface protection or first-time painting. It can be used on wood, concrete, plaster, façade, plastic or metal surfaces. All products are oil-free, odourless and have A+ quality ratings.

Hauptstraße 28
A-2393 Sittendorf bei Wien
Tel: +43 2237 8565
www.hirschmugl.co.at
**Custom-made concepts for interior furnishings**

Hochgerner interior.solutions implements furnishing solutions according to the foundations of modern interior design: innovative and urban at their core but, at the same time, functional and timeless. The company tailors its products to suit customers’ individual requirements and, in so doing, relies on glass, wood, metal, stone, fabric and leather in particular.

Furth 17  
A-3071 Böheimkirchen  
Tel +43 2744 7002  
www.hochgerner.at
**KOLAR**

**Moulding, handrails, design panels and custom-made products**

Franz Kolar GmbH caters for specialist trade, business and industry worldwide with a wide and high-quality range of products: handrails, wooden and ventilation grids, solid wooden slats, carved slats, design panels as well as custom-made products from solid wood. Kolar has worked in partnership with architects, designers, carpenters and many other professional groups for over 85 years.

**Franz Kolar GmbH portfolio**

- Mouldings, handrails and grids made from solid wood
- STEPWOOD® design panels – eye-catching in any interior setting
- dukta® acoustic panels – to achieve elegance

Josef Strebl-Gasse 8  
A-2345 Brunn am Gebirge  
Tel: +43 2236 31724  
www.kolar.at
STÖCKL PARKETT

Producer of wooden floors

Stöckl offers parquet made from cultivated, sustainably managed forests. As a producer of wooden floors, its range of products includes 2-layer prefabricated parquet under the private brands “EPICO” (real wood flooring) and “ACTUS” as well as solid strip parquet, solid wood floors and solid wood stair edging. The family-run business also offers skirting boards, parquet adhesive and parquet care products.

Active environmental protection is part of the company’s philosophy. Hence, the environment management system underwent an ECO-AUDIT in accordance with ISO 14001. As a PEFC-certified company, Stöckl is setting an example with regard to the chain of custody for wood products.

Heide 25. Straße 1
A-3331 Kematen an der Ybbs
Tel +43 7448 21780
www.stoeckl.com
Production and distribution of heating and cooling systems

Variotherm produces and distributes environmentally-friendly, economical heating and cooling systems. Surface heating and cooling for floors forms part of Variotherm’s core business activity. The systems are provided not only for dry construction, but also for liquid screed and plaster. The company places great value in use of natural materials during the product manufacturing process. Variotherm’s top product is its floor heating element, with an installation height of only 20 mm, for renovations and dry construction.
ECOPLUS INTERNATIONAL – ABOUT

Are you looking for a new business partner in Lower Austria?
Do you seek innovative products of premium quality?

ecoplus International supports businesses in Lower Austria with their export activities — in Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Turkey and beyond. To ensure long-term export success ecoplus International offers a range of tailor-made services — free of charge, and supported by the federal state of Lower Austria.

MARKET & INDUSTRY RESEARCH
IDENTIFICATION OF BUSINESS PARTNERS & MARKETING
ON-SITE SUPPORT
ecoplus. Niederösterreichs Wirtschaftsagentur GmbH

ectoplus International GmbH
Niederösterreichring 2, Haus A
3100 St. Pölten

+43 2742 9000 19710
internationalisierung@ecoplus.at
www.ecointernational.at